SECTION DESCRIPTION

0 - 2 mmao oarri i 0.5

2 - 49 folded into coiled mammal, clayey ooze

built a light brownish gray

5 - 10 - 20 mmao oarri between 15 - 30 cm, clayey ooze

ocean to the same mud has a brown layer from

30 - 27 cm, also contains some patches

de 7.5YR 7.5/8 which may be

Brown stained

Contact is much more apparent in the

lower 15 cm

46 - 87 clayey ooze oarri distributed to

the point of being nearly homogenized

yet to enough lithologic variation

remains to observe contours

this looks like drilling disturbance, but

it could be a continuation of the

clay zone

These data are to be processed into a computerized database along with existing standardized data from other legs and will be accessible to the scientific community at large. RECORD ALL MEASUREMENTS CAREFULLY, COMPLETELY, AND LEGIBLY.